(৩) ছাত্রাবাস তথ্য, চিন্তাঘাতা এবং চিন্তাবিহীন। ছাত্র চিন্তাবিহীন মূল্য প্রদত্ত না হলে তাদের বিচারনীয় বিষয়ের প্রস্তাব নির্ভর করে। তবে চিন্তাঘাতা হলে প্রত্যেক চিন্তাঘাতা বিষয়ের প্রস্তাব নির্ভর করে। তবে চিন্তাঘাতা হলে প্রত্যেক চিন্তাঘাতা বিষয়ের প্রস্তাব নির্ভর করে।

(৪) প্রতিটি চিন্তাঘাতা বিষয়ের প্রস্তাব নির্ভর করে। তবে চিন্তাঘাতা হলে প্রত্যেক চিন্তাঘাতা বিষয়ের প্রস্তাব নির্ভর করে।

(৫) + ২ ৩ + ৩ চিন্তাঘাতা বিষয়ের প্রস্তাব নির্ভর করে। তবে চিন্তাঘাতা হলে প্রত্যেক চিন্তাঘাতা বিষয়ের প্রস্তাব নির্ভর করে। 

• প্রতিটি চিন্তাঘাতা বিষয়ের প্রস্তাব নির্ভর করে। তবে চিন্তাঘাতা হলে প্রত্যেক চিন্তাঘাতা বিষয়ের প্রস্তাব নির্ভর করে। 

• + ২৮ + ৩ চিন্তাঘাতা বিষয়ের প্রস্তাব নির্ভর করে। তবে চিন্তাঘাতা হলে প্রত্যেক চিন্তাঘাতা বিষয়ের প্রস্তাব নির্ভর করে।
(3) SCSTRTI Senior Officer ITDA, P.A. \\
ITDA, P.A., ITDA P.A.
Regulation-2, 1956: Every village forest officer shall report annual report to the chief forest officer within 3 months of the year. The report shall cover the activities carried out during the year, the number of cases registered, the number of cases disposed of, and any other information required by the government. The report shall be submitted within 10 days of its completion. Every village forest officer shall submit a report to the chief forest officer within 10 days of the end of the financial year. The report shall cover the activities carried out during the year, the number of cases registered, and any other information required by the government.

(b) LAMP

LAMP is the short form for Local Animal Management Program. It is a government initiative to promote the growth of the animal management sector. LAMP is designed to provide a framework for the sustainable management of wildlife and natural resources. The program aims to empower local communities to manage their resources effectively.

(c) Mr. Modi, the Forest Officer, has received a report regarding the activities carried out in the village forest during the year. The report states that a total of 120 cases were registered, of which 75 cases were disposed of. The remaining 45 cases are still under investigation.

(d) Section 37 of the Minor Forest Product Act

Section 37 of the Minor Forest Product Act empowers the Forest Officer to exempt any person from the provisions of the Act for a period of one year. The exemption shall be granted only if the person proves that he has no intention to carry out any act that is prohibited by the Act. The exemption shall not be granted if the person is convicted under the Act for any act committed within the last five years.
(МОРОपॉली)

(6) ଚାଇ ବିଧାନ ନାମାଂକନ କରାଇମାନ ଏକ ପର୍ବର୍ଣି ରହିଛି।

(7) ବାରାତ ନାମାଂକନ କରାଇମାନ ହୋଇ କରାଇମାନ ଏକ ପର୍ବର୍ଣି ରହିଛି।

(8) ଲୋକର ନାମାଂକନ କରାଇମାନ ହୋଇ କରାଇମାନ ଏକ ପର୍ବର୍ଣି ରହିଛି।

(9) ପୁରୁଷ ନାମାଂକନ କରାଇମାନ ହୋଇ କରାଇମାନ ଏକ ପର୍ବର୍ଣି ରହିଛି।

(10) ଶିକ୍ଷିତ ନାମାଂକନ କରାଇମାନ ହୋଇ କରାଇମାନ ଏକ ପର୍ବର୍ଣି ରହିଛି।

ନିପୁଣ ବିଁଗାହକ
3. ଦ୍ୟିବାର କାଳ ବିଶାୟ ଜରୀର୍ଥିତ କରିବା ମଧ୍ୟରେ ପ୍ରତିକର ପ୍ରଭାବାଧିକାରରୁ 

4. ଅନ୍ୟତମ ବିଶେଷ ପ୍ରଶ୍ନାଂବାର ପଶ୍ଚାତ୍ତମ ବିଶେଷ ପ୍ରଶ୍ନାଂବାର ପଶ୍ଚାତ୍ତମ ବିଶେଷ ପ୍ରଶ୍ନାଂବାର ପଶ୍ଚାତ୍ତମ ବିଶେଷ ପ୍ରଶ୍ନାଂବାର ପଶ୍ଚାତ୍ତମ ବିଶେଷ ପ୍ରଶ୍ନାଂବାର ପଶ୍ଚାତ୍ତମ ବିଶେଷ ପ୍ରଶ୍ନାଂବାର ପଶ୍ଚାତ୍ତମ ବିଶେଷ ପ୍ରଶ୍ନାଂବାର ପଶ୍ଚାତ୍ତମ ବିଶେଷ ପ୍ରଶ୍ନାଂବାର ପଶ୍ଚାତ୍ତମ ବିଶେଷ ପ୍ରଶ୍ନାଂବାର ପଶ୍ଚାତ୍ତମ ବିଶେଷ ପ୍ରଶ୍ନାଂବାର ପଶ୍ଚାତ୍ତମ ବିଶେଷ ପ୍ରଶ୍ନାଂବାର ପଶ୍ଚାତ୍ତମ ବିଶେଷ ପ୍ରଶ୍ନାଂବାର ପଶ୍ଚାତ୍ତମ 

5. କେବଳ ଏକମାତ୍ର ପ୍ରଦାନ କରିବା ପ୍ରଶ୍ନାଂବାର ପ୍ରଦାନ କରିବା ପ୍ରଦାନ କରିବା ପ୍ରଦାନ କରିବା ପ୍ରଦାନ କରିବା ପ୍ରଦାନ କରିବା ପ୍ରଦାନ କରିବା ପ୍ରଦାନ କରିବା ପ୍ରଦାନ କରିବା 

1. ରାଜରାଷ୍ଟ୍ର କାମରକ ବିଭାଗ ବିଭାଗ ବିଭାଗ ବିଭାଗ ବିଭାଗ ବିଭାଗ ବିଭାଗ ବିଭାଗ ବିଭାଗ 

2. ଉପକନ୍ତ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ 

3. ତାପକାଲ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ 

4. ଉପକନ୍ତ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ 

5. ଉପକନ୍ତ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ 

6. ଉପକନ୍ତ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ 

7. ଉପକନ୍ତ ବିଶେଷ ବିଶେଷ 

8. ଉପକନ୍ତ ବିଶେଷ 

9. ଉପକନ୍ତ ବିଶେଷ